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About This Game

Cargo is Breached!

Cargo Breach is an Intense VR Arcade Shooter with Unique Weapon Mechanics. You hunt down escaped creatures in dark
atmospheric spaceship corridors. All presented in stunning AAA graphics.

Features:

- Gesture based gun mechanics allow you to switch guns by aligning your controllers differently. For instance hold one behind
the other to form the "Shocker".

- Various weapon types that each have a different impact on the threats.

- Randomized Level creation. Each run will be different, Blasting numerous waves of creatures along the way.

- Amazing spatialized audio allows you to locate your enemies in the dark.

- Stunning state of the art, High-end Triple A+ graphics.
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Title: Cargo Breach
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
No. 28 Games
Publisher:
No. 28 Games
Release Date: 13 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD equivalent or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

Additional Notes: VR Headset required, 2x USB 3.0 ports

English
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cargo breach gameplay. cargo plane security breach. cargo bay hull breach prey. hull breach cargo bay prey. air cargo security
breach. cargo breach. cargo breach vr

If this game were any more than $1.50 I would have said you should take a hard pass. Small environment, few enemy types and
absolutely no settings\/config at all.

But at such a low price, with actual decent graphics, textures, sound design and quite an interesting gun game play mechanic, I
have to say I recommend it. Even the starting lobby has some very nice touches. You might not play it long, but if you want to
expand your VR library then you could (and I have) do a lot worse with a buck-fiddy than this. If they released this with a
proper campaign, actual movement and customizable settings (ala Dead Effect 2) then I'd definitely consider buying it for real
money.
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